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ABSTRACT
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will be the biggest radio
telescope ever built, with unprecedented sensitivity, angular
resolution, and survey speed. This paper explores the design of a custom architecture for the central signal processor (CSP) of the SKA1-Low, the SKA’s aperture-array instrument consisting of 131,072 antennas. The SKA1-Low’s
antennas receive signals between 50 and 350 MHz. After
digitization and preliminary processing, samples are moved
to the CSP for further processing. In this work, we describe
the challenges in building the CSP, and present a first quantitative study for the implementation of a custom hardware
architecture for processing the main CSP algorithms. By
taking advantage of emerging 3D-stacked-memory devices
and by exploring the design space for a 14-nm implementation, we estimate a power consumption of 14.4 W for processing all channels of a sub-band and an energy efficiency
at application level of up to 208 GFLOPS/W for our architecture.
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Figure 1: Overview of the processing steps for the SKA1Low, using the continuum imaging science case [26].
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The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will be the biggest
radio telescope in the world, with unprecedented sensitivity, angular resolution, and survey speed. Collectively, the
antennas composing the SKA are expected to gather 14 exabytes and store one petabyte of data every day, requiring
exa operations per second for the processing [19]. In this
work, we focus on the implementation of the central signal
processor (CSP) of the SKA1-Low, the SKA’s aperture array instrument that will be built in the first phase of the
deployment of the SKA and consisting of 512 stations, each
containing 256 dual-polarized antennas [19]. We refer in particular to a two-stage signal channelization implementation
in which the signal-processing load is distributed between
the stations and the CSP (see Figure 1 for details) [19].
This configuration is similar to the one implemented in LOFAR, the low-frequency aperture array built in the Netherlands [13].
Figure 1 shows an overview of the processing steps for the
SKA1-Low, in the case of the continuum imaging science
case [19]. The processing flow can be divided in three parts:
the station processing, the central signal processor, and the
science data processor (SDP) 1 .
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We refer the interested reader to [18,26] for further details.

Table 1: CSP application parameters.
CSP requirements
Parameter Description
Nstat
# transmitting stations
Nband
# sub-bands (coarse-grained channels)
Nbeam
# beams per station
Npol
# polarizations
fstat
Station samples frequency (Mega samples/s)
Nch
# channels for frequency sub-band
Ntaps
# FIR filter taps
Ndump
# samples integrated at the correlation step
Opsf ir
# operations per sec. - FIR (Tera ops/s)
OpsF F T
# operations per sec. - FFT (Tera ops/s)
Opscorrec
# operations per sec. - corrections (Tera ops/s)
Opscorr
# operations per sec. - correlation (Peta ops/s)

Value
512
512
1
2
360
512
8
1200
11.06
16.59
5.16
1.51

Figure 2: Block diagram of the CSP poly-phase filter.
This paper focuses on the study and evaluation of an
energy-efficient custom architecture for the CSP. Current
proposals for its implementation rely on the use of highperformance homogeneous supercomputers [18] or on GPUbased accelerated architectures [5], and hardware solutions
based on FPGAs [7]. We present a first quantitative study
for the implementation of a custom hardware architecture
for processing the CSP algorithms. By taking advantage of
emerging 3D-stacked memory devices and by exploring the
design space for a 14-nm implementation, we evaluate that
our architecture consumes 14.4 W for processing all channels
of a sub-band, achieving an energy efficiency at application
level of up to 208 GFLOPS/W.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the CSP and presents an analysis of its main
algorithms and of their requirements. Section 3 introduces
the proposed architecture and discusses the advantages of
the new data organization. In Section 4, the proposed architecture is evaluated. Related work is presented in Section
5, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2.

CENTRAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

Figure 1 shows an overview of the main processing steps
of the SKA1-Low CSP, taking as example the configuration
implemented in LOFAR, the low-frequency aperture array
built in the Netherlands [13]. At the stations, dual-polarized
signals from each antenna are digitized and sent to polyphase channelizers, which creates a number of frequency subbands. Signals of every band are delayed appropriately by
multiplying them with a complex phase shift, and added to
the corresponding band from the other antennas to create a
so-called beam.
At their arrival at the CSP, station data are copied in a
memory buffer and a coarse-grained inter-sample time delay is introduced in the beam data to correct for the different relative stations distance and align the beams in time
and phase. Station data arrive separated over Nband coarsegrained channels or sub-bands, thanks to the first channelization phase performed during station processing.
In the second step, in the stage called corner turn, data
are redistributed. Data arrive at the CSP per station, and
the corner turn redistributes them to have data from all
stations for a single frequency sub-band in the processing
node. This is done because data need to be processed per
sub-band. After the corner turn, a new channelization step
is performed in which signals are split into even narrower
frequency channels. After the channelization step, data are
multiplied with complex coefficients to correct for artifacts
introduced by the filter banks in the station processing.
At this point, samples from every station in the same frequency channel are correlated to detect statistic coherence in

the received signals - otherwise too weak to be distinguished
from the noise - and integrated over a small period of time
to reduce the output size. The result data of this step, called
visibilities, are processed by removing any sample disrupted
by radio-frequency interference.
In this work, we focus on the most computing-intensive
algorithms of the CSP, i.e., the channelization, the corrections, and the correlation (grey area in Figure 1). In the
remainder of the paper, we will refer to the parameters and
requirements summarized in Table 12 .

2.1 Algorithms profile
2.1.1 Channelization
In the channelization, every frequency sub-band is split
into Nch narrower frequency channels by trading time resolution for frequency resolution. This is performed through
a poly-phase filter consisting of Nch Ntaps -taps finite impulse response sub-filters (FIR) and an Nch -point complexto-complex Fourier transform (FFT) taking as input the outputs of the sub-filters. As a reference, Figure 2 shows a block
diagram of the CSP poly-phase filter. Both FIR and FFT
algorithms operate on complex samples. Every channel-tap
combination in the sub-filters has a different real weight, but
all stations and polarizations share the same weight. Given
the parameters summarized in Table 1 and considering a
Radix-2 Cooley-Tukey implementation for the FFT, the aggregate computing requirements of this step for processing
all Nband sub-bands are 27.6 tera operations per second,
with an input bandwidth of approximately 5.9 terabits per
second [13].

2.1.2 Phase shift and bandpass correction
Both phase shift and the bandpass corrections are implemented by multiplying each sample with complex (phase
shift) or real (bandpass) coefficients [18] after the channelization. The computing requirements of these two steps are
approximately 5.2 tera operations per second. In the case of
the phase shift correction, additional computing power may
be needed calculating the coefficients, which changes over
different time windows. For the sake of simplicity, in the remainder of the paper, we will not discuss the execution of the
correction steps, as their computing requirements are negligible with respect to the requirements of the channelization
algorithms, and in particular of the correlation algorithm.
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At the time of the submission, the specification of the
SKA1-Low are not yet fully finalized. Values reported in
this work represent an educated guess of the worst-case scenario requirements [19].

2.1.3 Correlation
In this step, simultaneous samples of each pair of stations
(baselines) are correlated by multiplying a sample with the
complex conjugate of the sample of all other stations, and
integrated over a period of time (the dump time). For each
baseline, four visibilities are calculated, i.e., correlating each
one of the two baseline’s polarizations with itself and the
other. This is performed for each one of the Nband × Nch
frequency channel in which the signal spectrum has been divided by the channelization phases. The correlation shows
a computing requirement of 1.5 peta operations per second
(approximately 2 orders of magnitude higher than the one
shown by the channelization step), making it the most expensive computing step of the CSP.
An additional difficulty in implementing the correlation
step is that on conventional computer architectures, the
channelization and corrections steps in general produce data
in an order unsuitable for the correlation step [24], which
may influence the performance (time-wise) and power efficiency of the entire CSP.

3.

PROPOSED MICRO-ARCHITECTURE

As presented in Section 2, the CSP is composed of several
algorithms with small repetitive kernels that process data
with relatively little locality and with streaming behavior.
Although the computing requirements are enormous, the application is embarrassingly parallel. Given the characteristics of the application, we propose a customized SingleInstruction Multiple-Data (SIMD) micro-architecture suitable for satisfying the energy efficiency requirements of the
CSP, while still maintaining a good level of flexibility.
Figure 3 presents an overview of the proposed custom architecture. Several 3D-stacked memory devices, such as Micron’s Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) [11, 17], are connected
to the accelerator die through high-speed Serializer/Deserializer
(SerDes) I/O links. The accelerator consist of several homogeneous cores, connected by an on-chip interconnection network. Figure 3 shows the CSP custom core micro-architecture
template. Each core is composed of m functional units
(FUs). Each functional unit is composed of its own private
register file (RF) and of an execution unit (represented in
the figure by the Complex Fused Multiply-Add - CFMA).
Data are transferred from/to the memory exploiting wide
path accesses into/from the register files of the functional
units. An additional register file (the Shared Scalar Register File - SSRF) is used for storing scalar values shared by
all m functional units. As will be explained in Section 3.3,
all CSP algorithms can be expressed in form of a multiplication of a vector with a scalar value. The SSRF serves as a
buffer into which values are written as vector to exploit the
wide memory access of the memory, and read as scalar. The
core is controlled by a state machine (micro-controller) that
manages a predetermined sequence of storage, communication, and computation steps [23]. All functional units work
at lock step under the management of the micro-controller,
performing the same operation on different data. As also explained in Section 3.3, each core operates interdependently
on its own set of data.

3.1 Functional unit
The analysis of the algorithms in Section 2 shows that
the CSP operations are dominated by the correlation. This
function can be implemented, by including also the addition
due to the integration over the dump time, as a Fused Multiply Add (FMA) between two incoming complex samples
and the temporary result of the integration.

The complex FMA (CFMA) can also serve as functional
unit to implement the other algorithms of the CSP. The FIR
operation contains Ntaps real to complex multiplications and
Ntaps − 1 complex additions, corresponding to 4Ntaps − 2
real floating-point operations. By using a CFMA, the FIR
can be expressed as Ntaps CFMAs, equivalent to 8Ntaps real
floating-point operations, leading to a theoretical utilization
of the functional unit of approximately 47% for Ntaps equal
to 8.
The FFT can be similarly expressed in terms of CFMAs
[14, 16]. For instance in the case of a Radix-2 Cooley-Tukey
implementation, a butterfly between complex operands requires 10 floating-point operations, and it can be implemented as two CFMAs. The theoretical utilization of the
functional units in the FFT is therefore equal to 62.5%.
In the case of a phase shift and bandpass correction (if
separated from the channelization), the utilization is equivalent to 75% and 25%, respectively, because of the simple
multiplication to complex coefficients in the first case and
to real ones in the second case.
Even if the theoretical utilization is sub-optimal for FIR,
FFT, and corrections, the computational weight of the correlation makes the overall system-level utilization of the functional units close to 100%. Therefore, possible advantages of
using functional units customized for the specific algorithms
are not justified by the negligible improvement they could
bring at system level.
Each CFMA is provided with a private register file, which
allows a full throughput in the utilization of the CFMA to be
achieved, i.e., a number of interleaved threads equal to the
number of pipeline stages of the execution unit is supported.
Given the high parallelism of the algorithms, it is possible
to schedule threads without being influenced by data dependencies [8]. To achieve a least-energy solution, we assume
two different clocks for the CFMA and the register file, trading parallelism versus pipelining in the access to the register
file [8, 16].

3.2 Micro-controller
The micro-controller controls the entire processing path,
i.e., the reading of operand values from memory, transferring these to the functional units, triggering the subsequent
processing of these operands, and writing the results back
to memory [16, 23]. The micro-controller uses a new type
of low-level programming model that allows us to program
the memory accesses, data transfer and computation in a
more tightly coupled fashion. This allows us to remove a
large part of the logic overhead (e.g., buffering) that typically resides between the memory circuits in which the data
resides and the functional units that process the data, and
which is inherently part of conventional general-purpose processing architectures. By also integrating selected memory
controller functions, in particular address mapping and access scheduling, the micro-controller can further improve the
overall performance by optimizing the bandwidth utilization
and power efficiency of the memory system.
The programming model of the micro-controller is based
on two main concepts. The first one is a programmable
state machine, called B-FSM [22], which makes it possible to
support efficient multi-way branch capabilities in the microcontroller. This allows us to evaluate many conditions in
parallel, including loop conditions as part of address generation, and access scheduling related conditions.
The second enabling technology is a programmable mapping scheme that can be used to adapt the mapping of addresses over the memory banks, with the objective to im-

Figure 3: Overview of the proposed accelerator architecture. From left to right: socket, chip, core.
prove memory bandwidth utilization based on improved access interleaving to reduce bank contention [21].

3.3 Proposed data organization and algorithms
execution
To exploit the high available parallelism and the potential of the proposed SIMD architecture, we organize data to
better fit the wide line of FUs. As observed, the correlation
is the computationally most intensive algorithm, and data
should be delivered to the functional units in a way that
maximizes their utilization, while minimizing data movement. In this work, we refer to a correlation implementation based on the input-buffered architecture [6]. All input
samples of the antennas processed by a specific core are first
copied to a memory that holds enough samples for the integration over the dump time. The samples of one pair of
antennas (baseline) are multiplied and summed to the temporary result until all samples in the dump time have been
processed. Then, the result is delivered and a new baseline is
processed, continuing in this way until all pairs of antennas
have been correlated.
We can assume data to be delivered at the input buffer of
the CSP in the form:
data in[stations][time][polarizations]

in which the time dimension includes the results of the first
channelization, i.e., the “distribution” of the time samples
over multiple sub-bands. Similarly to the LOFAR implementation [18], we rely on a corner turn and perform a first
parallelization of the computation over the sub-bands (see
Figure 1). After the corner turn, we assume data organization at the input of each node processing a sub-band in the
form:
data in[time][stations][polarizations]

3.3.1 FIR and FFT execution
The FIR and the FFT are performed by accessing data in
memory per column instead of per row, in a way similar to
what is described in [9] for the CELL processor. Each functional unit is therefore responsible for processing samples of
one of the polarizations of a single station, both for the FIR
and the FFT. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the execution of the FFT over our micro-architecture in the case of
an in-place Radix-2 Cooley-Tukey FFT implementation, optimized for CFMAs [14]. Twiddle factors are pre-calculated
and organized in memory to optimize their utilization in the
successive stages of the FFT calculation. We exploit the
parallelism available in the core to perform the algorithms
over multiple stations/polarizations at the same time, and
use wide accesses to retrieve sample data from the memory.

Figure 4: Proposed input data organization for the FIR and
the FFT algorithm. The picture also sketches how data are
processed by the proposed micro-architecture when implementing the FFT.
In the figure, sti,j is the i − th station with polarization j;
chi is the i − th channel generated during the FIR step, and
twi is the i − th twiddle factor used for calculating the FFT
butterfly.
Every functional unit works on its own column of data. As
the core’s functional units work in parallel and at lock step,
all the data in the retrieved memory block/line is processed
at the same time, therefore efficiently exploiting the wide
line of functional units. Moreover, in the case of the FFT,
by accessing data in this way, there is no need for special
hardware for shuffling data or for performing any transpose
operation, and input data locality can be exploited in the
core by implementing a decomposition in smaller FFTs [9]
or/and by using higher radix orders.
In the execution of the FIR and the FFT, each basic step
implies that each FU multiplies its input sample data with
a value common to all FUs (the tap weights in the case of
the FIR, and the twiddle factors for the FFT). The SSRF is
used to store these values and provide them to the FUs.

3.3.2 Correlation execution
By distinguishing between different channelization batches
over the time, data after the channelization are provided to
the correlation in the form:
data in[time][channels][stations][polarization]

Figure 5 shows the same diagram as in Figure 4, but in
the case of the correlation. For each time sample ti , a line of
station data is copied on the SSRF, and, one station data at
the time, multiplied with the line of station data retrieved
for the line of FUs. Temporary results of the integrations

RDs(mem, RF ) =

stations
2m × SSRFentries




stations
+1
m

(2)

Note that by reorganizing the data in the way presented
before the channelization, there is not need to transpose data
before the execution of the correlation, as is currently done
in conventional computing architecture [18].

4. EVALUATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of the design-space
exploration we performed on our architecture in order to
find the most energy-efficient configuration.
Figure 5: Proposed input data organization for the correlation. The picture also sketches how data are processed
by the proposed micro-architecture when implementing the
correlation (one channel).

Figure 6: Overview of an optimized input data scheduling
on the proposed architecture for the correlation algorithm.

are stored in the RFs until all time samples within the dump
time for the calculated correlations have been processed and
added to the temporary results. This implementation requires the RF to have enough local storage to store the intermediate results of the integrations, i.e., given a line of m
FUs and a number of SSRF entries equal to SSRFentries ,
each RF should be big enough to store m × SSRFentries
temporary integration results.
The use of the RF and the SSRF, together with optimized
data scheduling, allows us to reduce the number of accesses
to the main memory of the accelerator, and therefore the
requested data traffic from it. Figure 6 shows a simplified
example of how data can be scheduled on the proposed architecture when implementing the correlation. In the example,
we consider 8 lines of m station data (A to H), i.e., 8 × m
stations to correlate (single polarization, in the example).
The figure shows the sequence of data loads on the RFs and
on the SSRF. For sake of clarity, Figure 6 shows only the
stations involved in the correlation, and not each station’s
time samples. From the figure, it is straightforward to derive that the number of read accesses to the memory and the
input bandwidth is proportional, in the case of the SSRF,
to:
RDs(mem, SSRF ) =

stations
2m




stations
+1
m

(1)

In the case of the RFs, the number of read accesses is
proportional to:

4.1 Experimental setup
We modeled the CFMA by extracting implementation
data for a single-precision floating-point FMA from [8] and
scaling them to 14-nm technology, likely to be commercially
available in 2018, when the construction of SKA1 will begin. We considered a non-optimized CFMA composed of
four FMAs, with twice the number of pipeline stages of the
FMA. As our goal is to reduce the total energy, we focused
on a low Vdd and high Vth implementation, i.e., synthesized with a low-power technology library [8]. For modeling the register files and the SSRF, we relied on CACTID [20], scaling the results obtained from the tool from 32
nm to 14 nm. On-chip interconnections were modeled on
implementation results extracted from [4]. Power and area
numbers for the micro-controller are preliminary synthesis
results for a 14-nm implementation. Numbers for I/O chipto-chip data transfers over the backplane were estimated by
scaling to 14 nm power and area results obtained for an electrical transceiver implemented in 65 nm and capable of up
to 15 Gb/s data rate [2]. For the technology scaling, we
referred to the trends reported in [1] and [3] in the case of
Low Operating Power technology. For logic, we applied a
scaling factor of 0.53x per technology node for the area, and
a scaling factor of 0.8x per technology node for dynamic and
leakage power. For SRAM devices, from 32 nm to 14 nm, we
considered an overall area scaling factor of 0.34x and a power
scaling factor of 0.56x. We considered a 30% increase per
technology node in the maximum frequency of the design.
We model the 3D-stacked memory modules after a Micron
study showing that the energy per bit for access in the firstgeneration HMC is measured at 10.48 pJ, of which 3.7 pJ/b
in the DRAM layers and 6.78 pJ/b in the logic-layer, which
includes HMC memory controllers, short-range high-speed
Serializer/Deserializer (SerDes) link controllers, a crossbar
switch, and additional logic [11,17]. As the logic layer is implemented in 90 nm, we scaled the logic layer access energy
to 2.1 pJ/b to take into account of the most recent technology likely to be used in the second-generation HMC [12].
The energy access values obtained are in line with numbers
reported in other studies [10]. We assume an additional 1.33
W of consumption in the logic layer for components other
than the SerDes links, and a background DRAM array power
equal to 10% of the DRAM power consumption at maximum
bandwidth [17]. An additional 1 pJ/b has been considered
for crossing the short-range links between the core accelerator chip and the HMC devices [11]. Each HMC device has a
maximum of four full-duplex 16-lane links with an aggregate
link bandwidth of 480 GB/s [12].

4.2 Design-space exploration
As the requirements of the correlation dominate the application, we focus on them the system-level design. Performance and costs of executing the channelization algorithms
on the architecture will be evaluated afterwards.
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Figure 7: Results of the parameters design-space exploration
for the proposed architecture.

4.2.1 Correlation
We explored different configurations of the architectural
template presented in Section 3. While focusing on performing our operations on 64-bit-wide complex operands (32 bits
for both the real and the imaginary part), we varied the
number m of FUs per core, the number of SSRF entries,
and the corresponding size of the RFs. As every FU practically operates on its own set of data independently of the
other FUs, we considered each core’s RF either as big memories with wide accesses or as m smaller memories with narrow accesses. We explored different memory implementation
technologies considering for RFs either SRAM or embedded
DRAM (eDRAM).
Each CFMA, implemented as a 6 pipeline stage unit, operates at 433 MHz. Each core is therefore able to deliver a
maximum throughput of m × 433 MHz. Evaluations were
performed by considering that our accelerator can process
all Nch channels of one sub-band. In those configurations
in which a single chip was not able to satisfy the design
constraints (e.g., the maximum allowed core-memory bandwidth), additional area and power overhead were considered
for a multi-chip implementation.
To allow a streaming behavior of the application and overlap execution with memory transfers, we doubled the size of
all memory components. Given the requirements in Table
1, the minimum amount of memory needed for a streaming
input-buffered implementation of the correlation is equal to
9.375 GB. We considered therefore a minimum of three 4layered 4-GB HMC devices, for a total capacity of 12 GB
per accelerator.
Figure 7 shows the results of the design-space exploration
performed on our custom architecture, by considering the
inverse of the number of GFLOPS per Watt and the inverse
of the number of GFLOPS per unit of area (mm2 ) as design
objectives. The power evaluation includes all the components modeled. Area values refer only to the accelerator die.
Table 2 summarizes the main characteristics of the points in
the Pareto curve with minimum area and minimum power,
α and β, respectively. For both points, the number m of
functional units per core is equal to 64 and the number of
cores in the chip is 14. The throughput from the HMC for
the α and the β point is equal to 68 GB/s and 81 GB/s,
respectively. The different throughputs are due to the difference in the SSRFentries parameters and to the influence
that SSRFentries has on the number of memory accesses.
The throughput to the HMC is in both cases equal to 18
GB/s. In the table, SSRFentries is the number of SSRF
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Figure 8: Power breakdown for different core configurations.

entries, and RF ssize is the total size of the RFs in the core.
RFconf ig specifies the memory implementation technology
used for evaluating the memory component and whether it
employs narrow (N) or wide (W) accesses. The utilization
of the functional units is equal to 95.1%.
As noted, every core works on its dedicated memory space.
The amount of main memory needed per core for implementing the correlation is equal to approximately 686 MB. The
size of a 4-GB HMC vault, i.e., a vertical memory slice in the
stacked DRAM which is managed by a dedicated controller,
is equal to 128 MB [12]. By allocating six vaults to each
core, the memory access requests can be served in parallel
by the controllers without contention penalties.
Figure 8 shows the power breakdown in the case of the
correlation while varying the number of FUs per core. The
histograms are normalized with respect to the configuration using 4 FUs per core. For each core configuration, we
chose the point that minimizes the product power 2 × area.
As modeled by Equations 2 and 1, by increasing the number m of FUs per core, the power reduces approximately as
1/m. This is mainly due to the reduction of the number of
micro-controllers needed and to the reduction of the communication between memory and cores, which decreases the
memory access power, the HMC links power, and the onchip communication power. By exploiting the locality of
the station data in the correlation using wider cores, the
number of accesses to the memory is significantly reduced.
Figure 8 also shows that the main contribution to the power
consumption is due to the accesses to the main memory.
Together with the SerDes communication cost, the memory accesses account for around 73% of the power budget
for the most energy-efficient configuration. As the computing capabilities needed are the same for each configuration,
the power consumption due to RFs and execution units is
approximately constant for all configurations. Both power
consumptions are dominated by the dynamic components.
Given the relatively small size of the SSRF, its contribution
to the overall power consumption is negligible. By using 64wide cores, we are able to save approximately 85% in power
with respect to a 4-wide core configuration.
In Figure 9, we analyze the variation of the power consumption of the architecture components by varying the size
of the SSRF and the RFs. We show results for the configuration with 8 functional units per core that minimizes
the power 2 × area product. The configuration with minimal power (SSRF equal to 32) corresponds to the point
at which the reduction in the memory and communication
power equals the increase of the power of the RFs. In fact,

Table 2: Characteristics of the Pareto point with minimum power (α) and minimum die area (β). Values are reported for
correlating all stations for each Nch channels of one sub-band.
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Figure 9: Power consumption while varying the size of the
SSRF (8 FUs per core).

Figure 10: Power breakdown for correlation and channelization.

while the increase of the size of the SSRF decreases the
memory-core communication (as shown in Equation 2), it
also increases the size of the RFs and consequently the cost
associated with accessing its elements.

Figure 10 compares the normalized power distribution for
separate execution of the correlation and the channelization and when considering the two steps together. Accessing the main memory represents the biggest contribution to
the power budget. In the case of the channelization, however, this contribution is higher in percentage, because of
the relatively small exploitable input data locality of the filtering step, in particular when compared with the execution
of the correlation, which presents a more compute-bound
behavior [26]. As expected, at application level, the power
consumption is dominated by the correlation.

4.2.2 Channelization algorithms
As can be derived from Table 1, the channelization step
requires 12.2 Giga CFMAs per second for each sub-band.
A single core with 64 FUs provides sufficient computational
power for implementing the channelization. Therefore, we
evaluated the execution of the channelization algorithms by
considering an additional core with 256 MB of allocated
memory space in the system. By implementing the FIR and
FFT as described in Section 3.3.1, each single functional
unit, working at 433 MHz, processes eight stations.
To exploit the locality of the input samples, we store several of them in the main memory and execute the FIR a
sub-filter at the time over those time samples (by taking
as reference Figure 2, the order of the results would be
FFT(0), FFT(Nch ), FFT(2Nch ), ..., FFT(kNch ), FFT(1),
FFT(1+Nch , FFT(1+2Nch ), ..., FFT(1+kNch ), etc, where
k depends on the number of samples stored). This implementation allows us to reduce the number of input samples read from main memory for each FIR execution to one
asymptotically. The FFT step is then performed over all
results accumulated in the main memory. A Radix-8 version of the FFT for CFMAs was considered [14]. Once the
FFT step has been performed, samples are copied into the
memory space of the cores implementing the correlation.
Our implementation of the channelization results in an
utilization of the core equal to about 44%. The core requires
an additional throughput from the HMC devices to core and
from core to the HMC devices of approximately 22 GB/s and
18 GB/s, respectively. The execution of the channelization
implies at the node level an additional power consumption
of 2.23 W.
By spreading the constant power overhead over the operations performed, the energy of executing an 8-taps FIR is
equal to about 2.2 nJ, whereas executing a 512-point FFT
in this core configuration consumes 1.38 µJ.

4.2.3 Overall solution
Summarizing the studies presented in the two previous
subsections, the CSP can be implemented with 512 nodes
(one for each sub-band), each one composed of a 15-core
chip with the configuration of point α in Table 2, and three
4-GB HMC devices. Each 15-core chip can theoretically
deliver around 3.3 TFLOPS. The evaluated CSP algorithms
achieve an overall utilization of 92%. The estimated power
consumption for the node is 14.4 W, leading to an energy
efficiency of 208 GFLOPS/W at application level. The 15core chip occupies approximately 15.7 mm2 of die area. The
data throughput from and to the HMC devices is equal to
93 GB/s and 37 GB/s, respectively. One 60 GB/s SerDes
link for each HMC is therefore sufficient for providing the
required bandwidth. The chip input and output data rate
are equal to 5.76 GB/s and 2.46 GB/s, respectively. Four
transceiver macros are therefore sufficient for providing the
needed I/O bandwidth.

5. RELATED WORK
The main CSP algorithms have been recently studied and
evaluated in several computing platforms, with the goal of
optimizing their execution by exploiting the characteristics
of the systems targeted. As the channelization algorithms
are well known and vastly discussed in the literature, we
focus in particular on the correlation implementations.
In [24] and [18], the correlation algorithm was implemented
on several architectures, i.e., CPUs, GPUs, and the IBM

Blue Gene/P and Cell processors. The authors observed
that, given the characteristics of the algorithm, good performance can be achieved when sufficient local storage is available. Both the Cell and the IBM Blue Gene can achieve close
to peak performance, whereas CPUs and GPUs reach significantly lower numbers (70% and 40%, respectively), with
the Cell the most power-efficient architecture. However by
applying a multi-level data-tiling strategy in memory, and
by optimizing the overlapping of streaming data transfer
and computation, peak performance of up to 80% can be
achieved in modern GPUs for a large number of stations [5].
Research by Souza et al. [7] shows that FPGAs are a suitable candidate for running the correlation algorithm, because of its regular and simple structure. The use of custom
data widths allows a potential reduction of the power consumption at the cost of a reduced programmability, flexibility, and algorithm scalability.
With regard to the proposed architecture, many different solutions can be found in the literature for accelerating
specific kernels in high-performance computing by exploiting the intrinsic parallelism of the application. While systolic arrays were popular in the 80s [15], more recent works
have, for example, studied the acceleration of mathematical kernels, such as general matrix-matrix multiplications
(GEMM) [16, 25], or the acceleration of frameworks for the
management of big-data workloads, such as MapReduce [17].
While similar in some of the aspects to the related work
discussed, our paper presents the first system-level evaluation of the implementation of a custom architecture for
accelerating the main algorithms of the SKA1-Low central
signal processor. By approaching the problem at the application level, it is possible to optimize the memory utilization
by reorganizing data for exploiting wide SIMD cores and
the wide access and high bandwidth offered by 3D-stacked
memories. This feature is supported in our architecture by
the SSRF, which can be used in the execution of all algorithms discussed, and by the micro-controller, which exploits
the regularity of the data access pattern for optimizing data
movements in the memory layers and the functional units.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose, for the first time, the implementation of a custom architecture for accelerating the main
algorithms of the SKA1-Low central signal processor. After
discussing the main characteristics of the algorithms and the
challenges offered by the size of the problem, we propose an
accelerator architecture that takes advantage of the bandwidth and low-power operations of new 3D-stacked memory
devices. Our evaluations show that our architecture, thanks
to a data organization that supports the execution of algorithms over wide SIMD cores, is able to process all 512
channels of a sub-band for just 14.4 W, achieving an energy
efficiency at application level of up to 208 GFLOPS/W.

7.
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